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Answers
1. Home and Love

Quick answer
1. b. home and love
2. a. Home without love
3. d. When you have both home and love

Read to answer
1. Angels use ‘home’ and ‘love’ in heaven. 
2.  Both home and love together can make our song 

divine. 

Think to answer
1. Yes, home and love go hand and glove because they 

are incomplete without each other.
2. The poet means that of all the pleasing words in the 

dictionary, home and love are the most beautiful words.
3.	 It	is	difficult	to	understand	whether	Home	is	better	

or Love because both are equally sweet and both are 
dependent on each other. 

4. Accept all relevant answers. 

Discuss to answer
1. The poem Home and Love is written by Robert Service. In 

this poem, the poet shows the importance of the words 
home and love. These two words are used by angels in 
heaven. 

 It is difficult to judge which of the two words is better. 
Home without love is bitterness, and Love without home 
is a pain. Both Home and Love exist together. If you have 
both of them, your life is like a sweet and divine song. 
Even if you are poor, these two words will bring cheer 
into your life.

Words in use
Write the short forms of the words.

Words Short forms
You are You’re
He is He’s
They have They’ve
We will We’ll
I will I’ll
There is There’s

Complete the sentences using the short forms of the 
words in the table given above.
1. There’s a beautiful painting on the wall.
2. He’s/You’re my best friend.
3. They’ve bought a new car and we’ll/I’ll buy one soon.
4. I’ll/We’ll wait for you at the library.
5. He’s/You’re playing for the country. 

Using grammar
1. You can never defeat Neenu in a game of badminton. 

(0%)
2. We occasionally	go	to	watch	films.	(30-40%)
3. She often	skips	meals.	(60-80%)
4. Meena usually	attends	school.	(90-99%)
5. Sheena rarely	comes	to	school.	(1-10%)
6. She always tops the class. (100%)
7. I usually	eat	ice	cream.	(80-90%)
8.	 Tony	seldom	raises	his	voice.	(5-10%)

Listen to understand
1. Pixy     2. Brown and black
3. James     4. He was hospitalised
5. He sat outside the hospital wall.

Writing
Accept all relevant answers

Spelling
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2. Tenali Raman and the Arab Horse Trader

Quick answer
1. c. Krishnadevaraya to Arab trader
2. c. Arab trader to Krishnadevaraya
3. b. Tenali Raman to Krishnadevaraya
4. a. Krishnadevaraya to himself

Read to answer
A. 1.  The king was in his court when the Arab trader came. 
 2. Arab steed was missing from the king’s stable. 
 3.  The king paid 5000 gold coins to the Arab trader 

and he waited for two weeks for the horses. 

Grade 
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B. 1.  Tenali Raman writes the king’s name on top  
of the list of fools. 6

 2. The king is worried. 5
 3. The king gives 5000 gold coins as an advance. 3
 4.  Arab trader comes to the court of  

Krishnadevaraya. 1
 5. The king likes the horses. 2
 6. The Arab trader does not turn up. 4

Think to answer
1. It shows that the king was very impulsive and he did 

not think before spending money. It also shows that 
the king was unwise especially with money matters.

2. Accept all relevant answers. 

Discuss to answer
Quality: Spendthrift
Example/reason: He 
pays 5000 gold coins 
in advance to the 
Arab trader

Quality: impulsive
Example/reason: He 
did not think before 
buying horses and 
paying money to the 
trader

Quality: wise
Example/reason: 
The king relied 
on him for 
deisions

Quality: 
courageous
Example/reason: 
He put the king’s 
name in top of 
the list of fools.

Quality: clever
Example/
reason: He 
could fool the 
king.

Quality: cheat
Example/reason: 
He took money 
from the king 
but did not 
return

Words in use
1. The hungry child looked sadly at my ice cream.
2. Prema happily declared, “I am the winner.”
3. She lazily rubbed her eyes as she woke up.
4. Your reply perfectly	states	the	cause	of	the	fire.
5.	 The	fire	quickly spread to the neighbouring houses.
6. He drove carefully on the bumpy road. 
7. Rahul solved the problem easily in ten seconds. 
8.	 Radha	sings	beautifully. 

Using grammar
A. If she practises regularly, peacocks will start dancing.

If you eat too much, we will be able to achieve a lot.

If it rains, she will win the competition.

If we plan our day, there will be no trees left on 
the earth.

If we don’t take care, you will fall sick.

B. Accept all relevant answers.

Listen to understand
1. b.  What punishment should be given to the person 

who pulls his moustache? 9
2. c. Third courtier 9
3. a.  Because Birbal said that the person who pulls 

Akbar’s moustache should be given sweets. 9
4. b. Akbar’s grandson 9
5. b. He gave his ring to Birbal. 9
Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling
car  arm  park  carpet  artist  cart

3. The Rat-Crow Discourse

Quick answer
1. Chitragriva helped Hiranyaka.
2. Laghupatanaka was the name of a crow. √
3. Hiranyaka, was the king of doves. 
4. Hiranyaka wanted to be friends with Laghupatanaka. 

Read to answer
1. b. Hiranyaka to Laghupatanaka
2. a. Laghupatanaka to Hiranyaka
3. a. Laghupatanaka to Hiranyaka

Think to answer
1. Chitragriva was the dove king. 
2. Hiranyaka means that rat is the food of the crows, so 

there cannot be any friendship between the two of 
them. 

3. Laghupatanaka said that seven words are enough to 
bring people together and they had talked a lot more. 

Discuss to answer
1. Accept all relevant answers
2. Accept all relevant answers. 

Words in use
1. This belt is too loose for me. (loose, lose)
2. Whose bag is lying under the chair. (Who’s, Whose)
3. Climate is changing. This is the effect of global 

warming. (affect, effect)
4. Who is the best among the team members? (between, 

among)
5. My mother always gives me wise advice. (advise, 

advice)

Using grammar
A. A nobleman’s prized racehorse began to limp for no 

apparent reason. Veterinarians who were called found 
nothing	wrong	with	the	leg	-	no	fracture,	no	sprain,	no	
soreness	-	and	they	were	confused. 
The	nobleman	finally	consulted	a	sage,	a	man	known	
for his wisdom. 
“Has anything changed for the horse in the last few 
months?” he asked. 
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“I changed his trainer a few weeks ago,” said the 
nobleman. 
The sage asked, “Does the horse get on well with his 
new trainer?” 
“Very well! In fact, he’s devoted to him,” replied the 
nobleman. 
The sage asked,“Does the trainer limp?” enquised the 
sage 
“Uh... yes, he does,” said the nobleman. 
“The reason for the horse’s limp is clear,” said the sage. 
“He’s imitating his trainer. We all tend to imitate those 
whom we admire. The company we keep has a great 
influence	on	us,”	said	the	sage. 
The nobleman put the horse in the charge of another 
trainer, and the horse soon stopped limping.

B. Emperor Akbar asked Birbal if it was possible for a man 
to be the ‘lowest’ and the ‘noblest’ at the same time. 
“It is possible,” said Birbal.  
“Then bring me such a person,” said the emperor. 
Birbal went out and returned with a beggar. 
“He is the lowest among your subjects,” he said, 
presenting him to Akbar. 
“That might be true. But I don’t see how he can be the 
‘noblest’,” said Akbar. 
“He has been given the honour of an audience with 
the emperor. That makes him the noblest among the 
beggars,” said Birbal.

Listen to understand
1. “Do you really wish to go with us?” White duck
2. “Now if we take you off to see the world, you must 

promise us one thing.” Grey duck
3. “Sometimes I do not say a word for a whole day 

because there is no one to listen to me.” Tortoise 
4.	 “Well,	take	firm	hold	of	the	middle	of	the	twig;	we	are	

ready to start.” Both grey and white ducks
5. “Ho! ho! The tortoise has stolen some wings.” farmers

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.
Spelling
1. Wise men say too little knowledge is a dangerous thing.
2. Be careful! Don’t smudge his drawing. 
3. I will be distracted if you nudge me.
4. We will lodge a complaint with the police. 
5. The printer cartridge needs to be replaced. 
6.	 The	finance	minister	will	present	the	budget next month.
7. We took a pledge to protect environment. 
8.	 Floods	have	washed	away	the	bridge.

4. I Can’t Remember

Quick answer
1. ‘I’ in the poem is an old person. 
2. The person is writing a letter to tell that he is alive.
3. The person opened the letter instead of posting it. 

Read to answer
1.	 The	poet	conveys	in	the	first	stanza	that	he	is	suffering	

from many problems but he is living with them.
2. The speaker is having arthritis, he has lost his teeth and 

has a weak eyesight. 
3. When the speaker is near the stairs he gets confused 

whether he has to go up or has just come down.
4. When the speaker goes to the fridge he is confused if 

he has come to take something or keep something in 
the fridge. 

5. The speaker doesn’t know if he has to get out of bed 
or is he going to bed when he wears a nightcap. 

Think to answer
1. No one stays with the speaker as he does everything 

himself. 
2. The speaker’s main problem is that he is forgetful. 
3. He writes a letter to tell that he loves his children and 

wished they were near him. 
4. The speaker’s face is red when he is standing near the 

mailbox because instead of posting it he opened it. 

Discuss to answer

Quality Reason
Lonely He writes letter and stays alone in the 

house.
Courageous Despite all the problems, he does 

everything on his own and takes the 
problems lightly. 

Humorous He makes fun of himself.
Sad He wishes that his dear ones were near him. 

Words in use
1. bead, bread, seed
2.	 fight,	bite,	drought
3. group, dupe, cute
4. complain, crane, train
5. receive, leave, tear
6. quip, nip, ripe
7. score, scare, more
8.	 could,	wood,	cloud	

Using grammar
A. 1. Rhea can paint.
 2. Rhea could paint when she was ten.
 3. Rhea will be able to paint when she turns ten.
 4. I am sure you will be able to write neatly very soon.
 5. You can write neatly.
 6. You could write neatly when you were a year old. 
 7.  My brother can	drive	a	car	though	he	is	just	five	but	

we don’t permit him to do so as he is a small child.
	 8.	 My	brother	will be able to drive when he is eighteen.
 9. My brother could drive the car at the age of sixteen.
 10. Can you help me?
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B. Accept all relevant answers.

Listen to understand
1. Both Lalit and Zora can play football. 8
2.	 Karan	can	ride	a	bicycle	but	his	father	can	fly	a	plane.	9
3. Rohan can paint. 9
4. Reena can dance. 9
5. Reena will be able to sing soon. 8
6. James could cook at the age of ten. 9
7. Smitha can run fast. 9

Writing
Accept all relevant answers. 

Spelling
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5. An Interview with Rebecca Beal

Quick answer
1. Works as a sales person
2. sales person
3. painting
4. sixteen years before the interview
5. acrylics
6. photography and travelling

Read to answer
1. Loss of her father and health issues that she had, 

brought a change in the life of Rebecca. 
2. Rebecca sticks to oil paints because it gives her a 

chance to blend colours. She feels that the colours 
flow.	

3. Rebecca likes Europe because of its old buildings, 
flowers	and	water.	

4. Overworking on paints and making them look muddy 
spoils a painting. 

Think to answer
1. No, because she mentions that she painted shortly 

after high school. 
2. No, she tried other mediums but came back to oil 

painting.
3. She means that the painting should give such peace 

that one likes to look at it again and again. 
Discuss to answer
1. Rebecca worked while her children were growing up. 9
2. Rebecca learned to paint when she was in  

high school. 9
3. A lot of her contemporaries have started  

using acrylics. 9
4. The main focus of her paintings is water.
5. Rebecca’s travels help her in painting. 9
6. She advises painters to use muddy colours.
Words in use
1. Somebody is sleeping in my bed. (part – positive)
2. You can choose anything from this shelf. (choice)
3. What is cooking? Something is smelling very tempting. 

(part – positive)
4. Nobody is eating the cake. (absent/missing)
5.	 We	can’t	find	grandma’s	slippers	anywhere. (part – 

negative)
Using grammar
A. 1. Very few people travel by air these days. (few/a few)
 2. There are a few oranges in the basket. (a little/a few)
 3. How much milk is there in the fridge? (many/much)
 4.  We have many assignments for the weekend. 

(many/much)
 5.  Several guests praised the performance of Geeta. 

(Each/ Several)
 6. Few	people	understood	his	speech.	(Few/	every)
 7.  Each member in the group will get a surprise gift. 

(Every/Each)
	 8.	 Every child was reading a book. (Every/Each)
B. 1. Mia had some food.
 2. A few children gathered around us.
 3. There were many pencils in the box.
 4. There is a little water in the bottle.
 5. Each day is a new beginning.
Listen to understand

Dance form Country
Dragon dance Argentina
Salsa Japan 
Tango Cambodia
Ballet Germany
Kabuki China
Kekak Trance Dance Italy
Celestial Dance Indonesia
Waltz Cuba
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Writing
Accept all relevant answers. 

Spelling
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6. Mary Kom

Quick answer
1. Mary Kom was born in Manipur in 1983.
2. She belonged to a tribal community.
3. She is also known as Magnificent	Mary. 
4. Mary’s father did not want Mary to be a boxer. 
5.	 Mary	won	her	first	Olympic	medal	in	2016. 
Read to answer
A. 1.  She wins Manipur State Women’s Boxing 

Championship. 2
 2. She worked to help her family. 1
 3. She gets married. 6
	 4.	 She	wins	the	first	World	Boxing	Championship.	 5
 5.  She enters AIBA Women’s World Boxing 

Championship in United States. 3
 6.  She wins second position in Women World  

Amateur Boxing Championship. 4
B.	 1.	 	Mary	Kom	grew	up	in	clashes-ridden	state.	Poverty	

led her to work and practise boxing side by side. 
Her father was not in favour of Mary’s desire to be 
a boxer.

 2. She took a break when she got married.
 3.  Mary has won many medals in boxing including 

an Olympic medal. She is an inspiration for other 
people	as	she	overcame	all	obstacles	to	fulfil	her	
dream.

Think to answer
1.	 	The	author	is	referring	to	the	fights	she	had	in	her	life	–	

poverty	and	narrow-mindedness.	

2.  Mary Kom’s success is an inspiration because she 
overcame all obstacles to achieve it. 

3.	 	Mary’s	change	in	category	form	48	kg	to	51	kg	meant	
she	had	to	fight	against	taller	and	bigger	opponents	
but she won an Olympic medal. 

4.  Journey of success has many tests and hurdles which 
we have to overcome. 

Discuss to answer
A. Suggested answers.

Quality How do you know about it
Hardworking She	worked	in	the	fields	and	

practised boxing.
Accepts 
challenges

She did not give up boxing despite 
all	difficulties.

Positive attitude She makes the best of the 
opportunities that came her way.

Self-discipline Self-discipline	as	a	boxer	made	her	
win medals.

Strong will power Though she was asked to change 
her	category	from	48	kg	to	51	kg,	
she accepted the challenge. 

B. Accept all relevant answers. 

Words in use
1. The illegal import has to be controlled. N
2. Violence has affected our lives. V
3. You cannot progress without hard work. V
4. The heat is unbearable. N
5. Please increase the speed. V

Using grammar
1. We were going (go) to the market when we met her. 
2. Shaira was thinking (think) about her mother who had 

died a few years ago.
3. Boys were playing (play) football and the girls were 

playing (play) basketball.
4.	 There	was	a	time	when	flowers	were blooming (bloom) 

in the garden. Now the garden does not exist.
5. Priya and Jenny were sitting (sit) in the park when they 

saw the robber.
6. The child was screaming (scream) when we saw her. 
7. The room was smelling (smell) of roses. 
8.	 The	trees	in	the	orchard	were bending (bend) with the 

weight of the fruit. 
Listen to understand
1. Meena is ten years old. 9
2. Raghav does not like reading books.
3. Both Meena and Raghav like watching Cartoon 

Network. 9
4. Meena is fat.
5. Raghav is weak.
6. Doctors think that Raghav might suffer from diseases 

such as low blood pressure and thyroid disorders. 
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Writing
Accept all relevant answers. 

Spelling
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7. Righteousness and World Peace

Quick answer
1.	c.	 France
2.	b.	 Fifty	years	of	the	European	Union
3. b. To build a strong union of nations

Read to answer
1.  President Kalam did not know what he wanted to talk 

before	he	reached	France.	
2.  President Kalam believes that the European Union has 

not contributed towards world peace. 
3.  European history has a unique place in human 

history. 9
4. Beauty in the heart can lead to peace in the world. 9

Think to answer
1.	 	In	the	first	paragraph	President	Kalam	talks	about	India	

as a democratic nation has the experience of providing 
leadership	to	over	one	billion	people	with	multi-language,	
multi-culture	and	multi-religious	systems.

2.  The depth and vitality of our interconnectedness, by 
language, by culture, by ancient beliefs, ideologies and 
the movement of people between the European Union 
and India. 

3.  President Kalam brought from India, a message to start 
Indo-European	missions	which	can	contribute	to	global	
peace and prosperity.

Discuss to answer
1. The main idea of the second paragraph is that the 

European Union has become an example for connectivity 
among nations, probably with no possibility of war, 
leading to lasting regional peace. 

2. The Europeans have contributed in exploring Earth 
resulting in the discovery of many ideas and systems. 
Europe has been pioneer in the world of technology. 
Europe has witnessed two world wars. 

3.	 Complete	the	flowchart	to	summarise	the	poem	recited	
by President Kalam.

righteousness in the heart

beauty in character

harmony at home

order in nation

peace in the world

Words in use
continue

ity

continuity

modern modernity

active activity

infinite infinity

capable capability

divine divinity

manage management

relative ment relativity

invest investment

amuse amusement

achieve achievement

Using grammar
A. 1.  One day, the village zamindar (landlord) sent for 

Shaikh	Chilli.	This	landlord	was	well-known	for	his	
dishonesty. He asked Shaikh, “ Shaikh Chilli have 
you counted all the houses in the village?” Shaikh 
replied, “No I haven’t counted them.” The landlord 
said, “Go and count them. I will pay you at the rate 
of twenty paisa per house.”

 2.  Poor Shaikh Chilli worked hard for many hours, 
walking through the streets and lanes. By evening, 
he had given the total number of houses to the 
zamindar and received payment.

 3.  Later, some of Shaikh Chilli’s friends came to know 
of it. They came to him and said, “We have come to 
know that you worked for the landlord. Don’t you 
know he is very dishonest?””
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 4.  “I am sure he has cheated you,” another friend said, 
shaking his head sadly.

 5.  “Oh, no. This time he has not cheated.” Shaikh Chilli 
replied	confidently.

 6. “How do you know,” yet another friend asked.
 7.  “I know because this time I cheated him!” Shaikh 

Chilli replied, looking very pleased with himself. 
Surprised, his friends asked, “What do you mean?”

	 8.	 	“I	mean	I	cleverly	gave	him	a	smaller	number,”	came	
the proud reply. “In fact, I have given him half the 
number of houses which I had actually counted!”

B. 1.  I have bought (buy) a new bicycle.
 2.  Dia says, “She has completed (complete) a new 

painting.
 3.  Mohan and Ritesh have cleaned (clean) the hall.
 4.  We have sold (sell) the old car.
 5.  Birds have made (make) nest in the tree outside my 

window.
 6. You have done (do) a fabulous job!
 7.  They have searched (search) every corner of the 

house for the lost keys.
	 8.	 He	has stopped (stop) the car. Let’s go!
Listen to understand

Nelson Mandela 
18th July

Martin Luther 
King Jr.

7th October

Kofi	Annan
8th April

Vinoba Bhave
11th September

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling
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8. My Computer

Quick answer
1. No   2. Yes 3. No

Read to answer
1. The maintenance wizard uses defragmenter, scan disk 

and virus cleaning tools. 
2. ‘It’ in the second last line of the poem refers to the 

computer.

Think to answer
1. The speaker does not understand the language of 

computers. 
2. The poet means the hand that types and eyes that look 

at the screen. 

Discuss to answer
Accept all relevant answers. 

Words in use

AIDS UNICEF CID DDT NATO

NASA PCO PAN WHO AIIMS

CNG WIPRO LAN USA CBSE

Using grammar

A.   The Missed Appointment

 A philosopher made an appointment with Nasrudin to 
have a scholarly discussion. When the day came, the 
philosopher dropped by Nasrudin’s house as planned. 
However, Nasrudin wasn’t home. The philosopher 
angrily took his pencil out of his	pocket,	wrote	“Foolish	
Fellow”	on	Nasrudin’s	door,	and	then	left

	 Nasrudin	finally	came	home	later	and	saw	the	words	
on his door. He quickly realized that he had missed his 
appointment, and he darted off to the philosopher’s 
house.

	 “Forgive	my error,” Nasrudin told the philosopher when 
he got there. “I totally forgot about our appointment 
today. But when I got home and saw that you had written 
your name on my door, I came here as fast as I could.”

B.  Henry:	Mom!	Can	you	please	help	me	in	finding	my 
socks?

 Mom: Henry! Why can’t you keep your things at the 
correct place?

 Henry: I always keep them at the correct place but they 
seem to move.

 Mom: Well, Henry your father keeps them at the correct 
place. I keep my things at the correct place. Our things 
don’t move! How is it that only your things move?

 Henry: Hmmm… think I move when I am keeping them. 
So they move from their correct place. 
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Listen to understand

Date Event
1936 The	First	Computer
1953 First	computer	machine	by	IBM
1958 The computer chip
1963 Douglas Engelbart invented the 

computer mouse
1969 Use of internet
1974-1977 The	first	personal	computers 

IBM and Apple were just a couple 
of	the	brands	that	put	out	the	first	
personal computers.

1975 Microsoft is born
1991 The laptop comes into play

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling
ship  shoes  sheep  shed  shell  shave

9. Directly from the Sun

Quick answer
1. c. because it gives renewable energy
2. a.  because the Emperor wanted to eat cucumbers 

throughout the year.
3. b.  because they made their houses in such a way that 

they made good use of sunlight.
4. a. Ra and Amaterasu
Read to answer
1. Nature produces oil. Human beings mine to get it. 
2. Roman baths had large glass windows to let in plenty 

of sunlight and slow down the escape of warm air. Glass 
windows were made by pressing molten glass with a 
roller	on	a	flat	 surface.	The	first	 transparent	coverings	
were of mica made by splitting layers into thin sheets.

3. At night the earth gets rid of the energy it gains during 
the day. This helps in maintaining temperature balance 
on the earth. 

4.	 William	J.	Bailey	revolutionised	the	solar-energy	
industry.	DAY-AND-NIGHT	solar	water	heater.	

Think to answer
1. By ‘mindset’ the author refers to our thinking that we 

produce oil by mining it but actually nature produces it. 
2. By having cucumber beds on trolleys, the beds could 

be moved out in the sun and covered to protect them 
from cold.

3. The Greeks used better construction to let in more 
sunlight but the Romans used glass to increase the 
solar heating effect. 

4. The author calls the Greeks ‘Solar Architects’ because 
they	used	glass	to	trap	heat.	They	were	the	first	ones	to	
build greenhouses. 

5. The temple is chariot shaped stone and has twelve 
pairs of exquisitely decorated wheels drawn by seven 
spirited horses. This symbolizes the majestic stride of 
the sun god. 

Discuss to answer
Accept all relevant answers. 

Words in use
1. Meena and her husband get along well.
2. The thief always gets away with the stolen valuables.
3. Be careful! You should not get into bad company. 
4. He worked hard to get over the failure.
5. I make sure that I get back home before dark.

Using grammar
1. Joe eats an apple every day. 
2. Sina and her friends play football. 
3. His mother cooks tasty dishes.
4. The old man drives a car. 
5. Trees give oxygen. 
6. Stars and moon shine at night. 
7. Rahul will win the match. 
8.	 The baby is pulling a toy. 

Listen to understand
Archimedes Improvement in solar water 

heaters ability to retain heat

Horace-Benedict	 
de Saussure

Compact design to tap solar 
energy

Charles	Fritts Solar oven

Clarence Kemp Solar cells

William Bailey Heat ray

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling

A T S R U R G E W A P L

E F T E R U K L P O S W

D P U R P L E T U I L P

W U R U U T D O B L U R

E Y D J R R I T U K U N

R Q Y H Y C H U R C H I

U E R T W U U B G D U R

F I N G E R J T E F D U

U S T R R F G D R E T H

R D A F T E R Q J Q Y F

V C Y R Q W G I U N N Q
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10. The Kashmir Diary

Quick answer
1. c. Kashmir
2. c. Shalimar Garden
3. b. Glacier
4.	a.	 A	multi	course,	non-vegetarian	Kashmiri	meal
5. c. Lidder

Read to answer
1.	 The	speaker	and	her	children	stayed	for	five	days	in	

Kashmir. 
2. They had macaroons with kehwah at Shalimar Garden. 
3. They stayed in the shikara from morning till evening. 

They ate, drank, rowed and shopped in the lake. 
4. The visitors liked Arru valley because it looked like 

a dreamland. There were trees, animals, birds, river, 
waterfall,	mountains,	snow-covered	peaks,	shepherds,	
sometimes it was cloudy then it was sunny. 

Think to answer
1. This is the speaker’s second visit. I came to know this 

fact when the speaker said that the city looked just the 
some	except	a	couple	of	flyovers.	He	also	said	the	mid-
lake market did not exist earlier.

2. The Pari Mahal is said to be haunted. That is why visitors 
are	not	allowed	to	stay	there	past	five	in	the	evening.

3. The speaker mistook a limestone rock to a glacier. 
Therefore, he was aghast to see it.

Discuss to answer
A. 1. Accept all relevant answers. 
 2. Accept all relevant answers. 
B. 1. They go to Arru Valley.   7
 2. They go to Shalimar Garden.  1
 3. They have wazwan.    5
 4. They see River Lidder.    6
 5. They see a limestone rock.  3
 6. They see the glacier.    4
 7. They go to Dal Lake.    2

Words in use
1. The girl looked at the sky, jumped up high and 

screamed loudly. 9
2. Jennifer has a habit of cribbing, sulking and crying. 9
3.	 Pradeep	makes	a	paper	plane,	flew	it	and	tore	it.	
4. Why don’t you exercise, eat well and sleep well? 9
5. Shree likes singing, painting and to dance.
6. Harry wishes everyone, takes a bath and boarded  

his bus. 
7.	 Farhan	made	a	stupid	face,	smiled	and	then	 

ran away. 9
8.	 Joseph	has	created	animations,	makes	painting	 

and drew caricatures. 

Using grammar
1. Rohit had received (receive) his masters degree last 

year.
2. The match had started (start) before we reached.
3. We had shocked (shock) to see the scene of 

devastation.
4. She had washed	the	stains	from	the	floor.
5. They had moved into a new apartment last week.
6. Sheena had learnt (learn) to ride a bicycle when she 

was just a year old. 
7. It had started (start) to rain when we left the house. 
8.	 Jason	had brought (bring) a tasty cake on my birthday. 

Listen to understand
Start from home 12th November
Visit Qutub Minar 13th morning
Hauz Khas Village 13th evening
Gurdwara Bangla Saheb 14th morning
Connaught Place 14th day
Parliament House 14th evening
India Gate 14th night
Lotus Temple 15th morning
Board train 15th evening

Writing
Accept all relevant answers. 

Spelling

W
I N D

N
I

M A N
I
H
E
B

D
K I N D

N
I N DLB

M
E

G R I N
I
K

D
D

B
N
D

1

3

24

5

6

7

8

11. Skydiving

Quick answer
1. c. Pune
2.	b.	 five
3. d. Her friend’s brother
4. a. skydiving
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Read to answer
1.	 Shital	Mahajan	is	the	first	woman	to	have	skydived	

from	the	North	and	South	Poles.	She	has	five	world	
records and fourteen national records to her name. 

2. She was born in Pune.
3. The biggest challenge she faced was breaking the 

norms of the society and convincing her parents. 

Think to answer
1. Since Shital was a civilian she could not be trained in 

India. So, she had to go abroad to pursue skydiving. 
2. Adventure sports are being referred to in this sentence. 
3. Shital convinced her parents that skydiving was 

her passion. If she died during it, it would be her 
responsibility. 

4.	 Shital	was	the	first	woman	in	the	world	to	have	
skydived	from	both	the	poles.	She	has	five	international	
and fourteen national records to her credit. Shital 
opened a Skydiving Academy to train people in 
skydiving. 

Discuss to answer
adventurous, determined, athletic, passionate, 
hardworking, daring, brave

Words in use

grass

in

out

absent size

left independent

dug editor

life land

sister minded

semi handed

co law

Grassland, absent minded, left handed, dugout, 
life	size,	 sister-in-law,	 semi-independent,	 co-editor

Using grammar
A. 1. Jason loves to eat almonds every day. P
 2. Jason loves to eat almonds but I eat walnuts. C
 3.  Seema has bought a new ball which has many 

colours. C
 4.  Seema has bought a new ball which has many 

colours. P
	 5.	 	Birds	are	flying	in	the	sky	and	butterflies	around  

the	flowers. P
	 6.	 	Birds	are	flying	in	the	sky	and	butterflies	around  

the	flowers. P
 7.  We met her when we were going to the market. C
B. Accept all relevant answers.
C. Accept all relevant answers.

Listen to understand

Siang Valley, Arunachal Pradesh

Coorg

Goa

Gulmarg

Rann of Kutch

Periyar National Park

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling

I

B

R

T H I R S

T

I

H

S

T

S K I R T

W

I RTS

R

LRIG

R

I

F I R

T

I

D

M

H

1

2
43

7

5

6

8

9

12. Loveliest of Trees

Quick answer
1. in the woodland   2. Loveliest    3. Twenty

Read to answer
1. The cherry tree is in a woodland and is covered with 

white	flowers.	It	is	the	loveliest	of	the	trees	for	the	
speaker. 

2. The speaker wants to see the cherry tree during winter 
when it is covered with snow. 
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Think to answer
1. Spring is described in the poem as the tree is covered 

with	flowers.	The	poet	also	mentions	Eastertide	which	
is during the months of March and April. 

2. The word shows that the branches of the tree bend 
down due to the weight of snow. 

3.	 ‘Wearing	white’	indicates	white	flowers	on	the	cherry	
tree. 

4. The speaker thinks he will live for seventy years. The 
following line tells us about it

 Now of my threescore and ten,
 Twenty will not come again. 

Discuss to answer
1. The poem ‘Loveliest of Trees’ is written by A E 

Housman.	In	the	poem	the	speaker	reflects	on	the	
fact that, at twenty years of age, he only has fifty years 
remaining out of seventy years. Because time is short, 
the speaker wants to go to the woodlands. 

2. The poet wants to admire the cherry tree during winter. 
He wishes to see it bending down with the weight of 
snow during the winter. 

Words in use
1. I hope you are not lying to me. (Not telling the truth/ 

resting	on	a	flat	surface)
 Your books are lying on the table. (Not telling the 

truth/resting	on	a	flat	surface)
2. We are going to watch a movie tonight. (Look at, see 

or observe/a small timepiece worn on the wrist)
 What is the time? I have to set my watch. (Look at, see 

or observe/a small timepiece worn on the wrist)
3. He could not bear the pain. (tolerate/ an animal)
 We saw a white polar bear in the zoo. (tolerate/ an 

animal)
4. A tree blocked the road. (a large, solid piece of hard 

material/Make	the	movement	difficult)
 The building stands on four blocks. (a large, solid piece 

of hard material/Make	the	movement	difficult)
5. She was boarding the bus when she slipped. (a 

long, thin piece of wood or any other hard material/ 
climbing)

 The board on the wall is about to fall. (a long, thin 
piece of wood or any other hard material/climbing)

Using grammar
1. Rohan is going with us for a trip to Rajasthan. 
2. He kept walking along the rail track to reach the city. 
3. We are looking for	a	flat.
4. The police looked about	the	place	but	could	not	find	

any clue.
5. Can you look for Grandpa’s glasses. 
6. The road was built along the banks of the stream. 
7. God is with you. Don’t worry. 
8.	 Farhan	looks	for an opportunity to make fun of others. 

Listen to understand
Cherry tree  white
Plum tree  pink
Magnolia   rosypink
Chestnut   orange
Sausage tree red
Silver oak  yellow
Gardenia   white

Writing
Accept all relevant answers. 

Spelling

U C H O I C E V B F

F M C A I L M I C E

E I C D C I E C A C

N C E L E B R A T E

C O M Y E K C L Q R

E Z E C I T Y L A E

V Y N O U W U I M A

L E T P S P I C Y L

13. Bringing up Kari

Quick answer
1. b. elephant 2. b. Nine months
3. a. Eighteen kilo twigs 4. b. boy

Read to answer
1. The speaker did not know how tall Kari was because 

the elephant was always much taller than the speaker 
and they grew up together. 

2. Kari’s pavilion was on thick stumps so that it could not 
fall when Kari bumped against the poles. 

3. Elephants eat twigs that are tender. 
4. Kari was fond of young branches of the banyan tree. 

Think to answer
1. Kari’s home was a thatched roof that was constructed 

on stumps of trees. 
2. Animals in the forest attack a particular kind of people 

because they have a good sense of smell and they can 
recognise people who are afraid of them through the 
body odour. 

3.	 It	was	difficult	to	collect	twigs	for	Kari	because	Kari	
liked tender and delicate twigs.

4. The boy heard Kari calling him. He thought someone 
was hurting him. 

5. Kari darted into the water to save the boys. 
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Discuss to answer
A. 1.  The boy used to take him to the river in the 

morning for his bath. 1
 2.  Kari would squeal with pleasure as the boy  

rubbed water down his back. 5
 3.  After that, Kari would lie in the water for a long 

time. 4
 4. Kari would lie down on the sand bank. 2
 5.  The boy rubbed him with the clean sand of the  

river for an hour. 3
B. Accept all relevant answers. 

Words in use
First, I take bath. 
Then, I wear the school uniform. 
After that, I comb my hair.
Next, I have breakfast.
Finally, I board the school bus. 

Using grammar
1. Rahul is the boy who helped me.
2. This is the book that/which I was looking for.
3. The thieves ran away when they heard the siren.
4. Jason looked at the clock that/which was about to fall 

down.
5. Meena was chasing the bus while the driver was 

speeding away.
6. Do you know the man who is wearing the blue shirt?

Listen to understand

barasingha
tigerlion

wild water buffalo 
Indian rhino

cobra

snow 
leopard

Writing
Accept all relevant answers. 

Spelling

J
E V E

R

N
N
I
D E S

E

R
E
V E RERO

S
R

R DEH
P

N
F

I
N
U

E R V E
F
ES R V E
R
P

R

RLC
R
K

1

2

5

6

4

7

8

9

3

snow 

leopard


